


Dear Niveshaks,

Our zeal to serve our readers with more insights from the financial world is

getting stronger with every new edition. This month we focus the lens on

the recent crisis in the auditing world with the resignation of PwC as the

auditor of the Anil Ambani led Reliance Capital. The news sent shock

waves through the economy as it comes soon after a ban was imposed by

the country on Deloitte and KPMG, due to their involvement in IL&FS

defaults. The cover story discusses the current auditing scenario in India

and what needs to be done in the wake of this crisis.

‘The Month That Was’ brings to you a brief summary of the latest

happenings in the financial world. Paramount consolidation in the realty

business has occurred due to major developers exiting the market. Highlights

un nouveau départ
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of the new economic survey & the

continuing troubles at Videocon are

latest news to note. The Fingyan

section this month is a contribution

by Abhinav Sudhendra from IIM

Banglore, titled, Indian Economy:

Five focus areas for the next five

years.

The Article of the Month titled

‘Overview of Asset Management

Company’ is a contribution by

Vaibhavi Parvatikar, PGP participant

at IIM Shillong. The Classroom

section for the month educates the

readers on the topic Cyber Risk in

Finance.

In the FinFails section titled ‘The

Black Friday', we cover the

American Gold Market Crash of

September 1869. As every month,

the section on NIF brings to you the

latest standing of the Niveshak

Investment Fund.

We wish you, our readers, a happy

reading experience.

Stay Invested,

Team Niveshak
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THE MONTH

THAT WAS

be some optimism with the way buyers

are lining to take a shot at bagging Jet

airways, the only caveat being the

flying license which is still under the

aviation regulator’s scrutiny.

A survey to Behold

The economic survey 2019 which was

presented by chief economic advisor

Krishnamurthy Subramanian hit on all

the right spots. It focused on savings,

investments and exports and it’s role in

transforming India into a $5 trillion

economy in the next five years.

Emphasis was put on private

investment. Further a commitment of a

3.4% fiscal deficit in 2019-20 and 3%

in the subsequent years has been set.

Further a special focus has also been

put for boosting MSMEs and reduction

of the cost of capital.

More trouble for Videocon

The recent revelations state that the

Enforcement directorate has found that

Deepak Kochar and Venugopal Dhoot

had appointed a dozen of Dummy

directors for the purposes of hiding

ownership, evading taxes and

laundering money. Further it has been

decided by NCLAT (The National Law

Appellate Tribunal) to pass an order for

the insolvency plea against the

Videocon group companies. The

urgency of this comes from the plea by

the lenders led by the SBI and the

resolution professional of the company.

Image credits: Business Today

Light at the end of the tunnel

Amid all the Crisis that has hit the Jet

airways from the founder Naresh

Goyal being called by the Income Tax

Department for an alleged case of Tax

evasion for an amount of INR 65

crores, Jet airways being called out

over mismanagement and siphoning of

funds and NSE removing Jet airways

from Daily Trading , there still seems to

[6]
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Image credits: The Hindu

Paramount Consolidation in the

Indian Real Estate Market

The back-to-Back demand slowdown

in the and regulatory compliance has

forced as many as half the real estate

developers across top nine cities to

exit the business or tie up with big

builders.

The driving force of this is entry of big

corporate houses in real estate business

such as Tata, Mahindra, Piramal,

Godrej etc. as well as the failure of

many realty firms to deliver the

apartments. The numbers paints a

miserable picture with a decline of

around 70-80 percent of developers in

areas such as Gurugram, Noida and

Chennai.

Image credits: Jilapsites.com

Another reason of this decline can be

because of the hard time it was taking

developers due to RERA that insists

on regulatory compliances

[7]
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Comments on the Equity market and NIF’s Performance:

Nifty 50 had lost -1.1% while Sensex had lost around -0.8% in the month of June. Foreign

investors infused a net amount of ₹10,384 crore into the Indian capital markets in June and

remained net buyers for the fifth month in a row on expectations of continued economic

reforms. So far in 2019, the FPIs have invested a net cumulative amount of ₹87,313.22

crore since January.

Beyond the fiscal numbers, markets will also be looking for other details – the credibility of

tax revenue and growth assumptions, off-budget expenditure, quality of spending and

themes that are likely to be championed by the recently re-elected government. The

implication for the fiscal and monetary policy mix is clear in our view. Waning investor

confidence in India’s troubled shadow lenders is sapping demand for corporate debt.

Companies sold ₹1.2 trillion ($17.3 billion) of bonds so far in the April-June period, down

57% from the previous quarter and the weakest since the year-ago period, despite the

decline in borrowing costs.

Niveshak team members expect government to increase there spending to fasten the

growth rate of the economy with focus on infrastructure and renewable energy projects.

The government will also boost fertilizers and chemicals industry.

As on 31th July 2017

Value Scaled to 100

NIF PERFORMACE EVALUATION

As on 30th June, 2019

Total Investment Value:  10,00,000

Current Portfolio Value: 21,12,059

Change in Portfolio Value: -4.84%

Change in Sensex: -2.17%

Risk Measures:

Standard Deviation NIF:  36.34

Standard Deviation Sensex: 22.51

Sharpe Ratio: 0.93 (Sensex: 0.92)

Cash Remaining: 37,788



NIVESHAK INVESTMENT FUND

TOP LOSERS FOR THE MONTH

• Indiabulls Housing (-25.06%)
• PPAP Automitive (-19.59%)
• Thirumalai Chemical (-13.26%)

INDIVIDUAL STOCK WEIGHT 
&

MONTHLY PERFORMANCE

Monthly Performance
Portfolio Weight

TOP GAINERS FOR THE MONTH

• Titan Company (5.56%)
• Avenue Supermarts (4.56%)
• Mannapuram Finance (2.94%)



not be influenced by price only. Before

investing in an AMC, pay attention to

its value. If investors are earning less

from a fund, then it makes little sense

to buy a fund, however cheaper it is.

b. Goodwill of the AMC: A fund

company does not earn its status in a

day. Example, a company only makes

a reputation after giving consistently

good performance for say, 5 or 10

years. Go through reviews, talk to

other investors, and check if the past

performance has been consistent.

c. Fund manager’s track record in

the past: An AMC is made up of a

pool of fund managers. For instance,

no fund company will hire a manager

with less-than-impeccable expertise

for fear of losing their customers.

Nowadays, it is easy to find how a

fund manager has managed assets in

the past.

d. Fees charged vs. Commission

paid: It is advisable to choose an

asset management company that

charges a fixed price, rather than

commission. These signify one will

have some idea of how the investor’s

expense ratio will turn out to be.

Reliability Of Fund Houses vs.

Banks?

There is a widespread notion that

mutual funds are not as safe as bank

accounts or schemes offered by

banks. People fear that AMCs can get

shut down at any time. The belief is

prevalent because banks are visible to

all and RBI regulates the functioning of

Overview Of Asset 

Management 

Company

- Vaibhavi Parvatikar, IIM Shillong

Asset Management Company collects

money from numerous investors. The

fund house decides where, when, and

how to invest this money. The

decisions taken will be in line with their

declared investment goals. They

choose to invest in various asset

classes like stocks, equities,

securities, bonds, liquid funds, and

cash equivalents.

The fund manager first evaluates

various metrics of risk like market risk,

industry risks, liquidity risk, and credit

risk and then chooses the asset class

according to the goals set by the fund

house. For example, a debt fund

invests mostly in bonds and

government securities to keep the

risks minimal. But an equity fund

primarily focuses on equities (shares)

of companies. The ultimate aim here is

to make profitable investment

decisions that will give investors

maximum returns.

Rationale Behind Choosing An AMC

a. Assessing price vs. value: It is

normal to get hooked on the cost of an

asset before buying it. But a rational

analysis should be done & one should

[10]
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the banks. However, people often

overlook the fact that mutual fund

companies are also under the purview

of RBI and finance ministry and hence

quite safe. The sponsor or the trustees

appoint an AMC for managing the pool

of funds. The AMC charges a fee and

acts under the supervision of the

trustees, who are in turn regulated by

SEBI. The main reason for this is to

ensure objectivity & transparency. So,

you can go ahead and invest your

money in mutual funds to build long-

term wealth while saving on taxes.

Role SEBI & AMFI In AMC

Operations

An Asset Management Firm acts under

the supervision of the board of

trustees. But they are answerable to

Securities and Exchange Board of

India (SEBI), India’s capital market

regulator. The AMFI is another

statutory body that addresses

investors’ grievances. Every fund

house must comply with the set of risk

management guidelines by SEBI and

AMFI. While SEBI is a government

body, mutual fund companies

themselves formed the AMFI.

Combinedly, they strive to keep the

functioning of the industry ethic-driven

and transparent. RBI also plays a

significant role in regulating AMCs, if a

bank is also one of the sponsors.

Finally, the Ministry of Finance works

as the authority for all these regulators.

Developments That Will Redefine 

The Industry

a. Asset management moves center-

stage: Changing demographics and

markets will thrust asset management

to center-stage. Firstly, regulation will

hinder banks and insurers by forcing

them to abandon proprietary investing

and other core businesses. Secondly,

as the world ages, retirement and

healthcare will become critical issues

that only asset management can

solve. Thirdly, asset managers will

become more dangerous in the capital

raising required to support growing

urbanization and cross-border trade.

And lastly, asset managers will be at

the center of efforts by SWFs to

diversify their vast pool of asset base.

Messaging needs to be systematic

and consistently focused on the value

the asset management industry

brings.

b. Change in distribution - regional

and global platforms will rule: By

2020, four separate regional fund

distribution blocks will be formed,

allowing products to be traded pan-

regionally. These are North Asia,

South Asia, Latin America, and

Europe.

c. Transparency of fees will become

similar to global standards: By

2020, all significant territories will have

introduced regulation to align interests

with the end customer better. RDR or

similar provision on fee models will

apply to all major markets, including

Asian region.

d. Alternatives become more

conventional; passives are

fundamental; and ETFs flourish: By

[11]
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2020, substitutes & passive products

will combinedly represent almost 35%

of the assets managed by the industry.

The distinction amid alpha and beta

will quicken as stakeholders increase

their investment allocation to passive

products in search of little fees and

extensive beta market exposure. In

some regions of the world, alternatives

will transfer into the normal to the level

that alternatives is no longer in

common usage by 2020.

e. A new breed of global managers

emerges: The creation of new regional

blocks and new fund platforms to

service those blocks will emphasize

cost and efficiencies as never before.

Economies of scale will become of

paramount importance. As a result,

some of today’s enormous universal

managers, as well as a minority of

substitute managers, will become

mega-managers with a base in all

geographies and networks. Branding

and development of talent will be at the

forefront for gaining a competitive

advantage.

f. AMC entering the 21st Century: By

2020, know-how will become critical to

driving customer engagement

practices, taking out data for

information on clients and potential

clients, operative competence,

governing, and tax reporting. By 2020

almost all global asset managers will

have a chief digital officer.

Conclusion

The asset management industry fulfils

two of the four purposes of finance

that Pitt-Watson and Mann postulate.

It mitigates risk (and therefore delivers

return), and it intermediates capital to

move it from dispersing savings

accounts to where real economy needs it.

By some limited standards, it achieves

these functions adequately. But looked

at through the lens of purpose from a

client and societal perspective there is

room for improvement. As our

discussion has described, the asset

management industry has taken

Modern Portfolio Theory to heart. In

the process, it has brought us such

benefits as diversification and lower-

cost tracker funds. However, it has

also caused the industry to focus on

short-term relative returns rather than

longer-term absolute returns and to

not focus at all on mitigating systemic

risks. As a result, the industry spends

much of its effort competing with itself,

not serving its customers.

Adding systems level considerations

to security selection and portfolio

construction – moving from modern

portfolio theory to advanced systems

theory – could turbocharge those

portfolio-level returns, even while

extending the industry’s ability to

mitigate risk and to intermediate

capital to benefit the environment,

society, and the financial systems

[12]
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COVER STORY 

THE

AUDITING MESS



INDIA’S AUDITING SCENARIO

A big pie of the auditing business is in

India is taken by the Big Four i.e.

KPMG, Deloitte, PwC and EY. They

provide services to more than 300 of

the 500 fortune companies. There are

also several small players in the

auditing business, however, there

business is mostly localized.

After endless discussions and debate,

the decision was finally taken.

Recently, PwC resigned as the auditor

of the Anil Ambani led Reliance

Capital. This came soon after India

imposed a 5 year ban on Deloitte and

KPMG, due to their involvement in the

IL&FS defaults, which sent

shockwaves to the market.

In any case, when such a reputed firm

decides to quit as an auditor of a

major company, it is an indicator of

severe malpractices either on the

management’s front or there is to

much pressure on the auditor to fudge

the real data. This is a serious issue,

given the health of the financial sector

in India.

PwC was cautious about its role, since

there was tension between the

Reliance Capital management and the

PwC auditors on some ‘transactions

and observations’, it was a critical time

for them to resign. PwC was already

hurt badly due to the Satyam

Computer Services fiasco and they

didn’t want to face the wrath of the

regulator again. PwC also resigned as

the auditor of Reliance home finance. Source: NSE Infobase

77

99 98

40

188

Deloitte EY KPMG PwC Others

Number of fortune 500 
companies serviced - firmwise

Pwc, 3%
Deloitte, 

18%

KPMG, 
22%

EY, 24%

Others, 
33%

Percentage share of NSE market cap 

of big four auditor firms
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▪ Audit rotation also led to the loss

of revenues. The audit firms had to

let go off higher fees in order to

sign more number of clients. For

instance Deloitte had to let go off

major clients such as Tata Group

and Mahindra, along with 400

other smaller firms

▪ Auditors of these firms are often

quoted saying that incentive

structure of the business is flawed.

The remuneration by the client is

dependent on how quickly the

audit is finished, rather than it

being decided on the quality of the

audit

▪ Another reason for inefficient audit

practices is the competition among

these firms. A lot of attention is

paid to the businesses’ profitable

services such as tax or consulting.

This affects the other businesses

and leads to improper resource

allocation

The Big Four Issue:

The big four firms are considered as

the most reputable and reliable firms

in the audit place, yet they face major

problems. Below are a few reasons for

the same:

▪ Government of India in 2017

mandated the change or rotation of

auditors in every 10 years. Due to

this rule, the audit firms had to

change several of their long term

clients and also sign other clients

in order to maintain their client

base. All this happened in a haste

and the audit firms did not adhere

to strict ‘client acceptance policies’

▪ Since the audit firms did not

properly check the financial health

of the newly signed companies,

the companies also did not

disclose the real data. The audit

firms realised the real troubles

after scrutinizing the company

accounts

Source: Economic Times

[15]
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Did the government’s mandate of firm

rotation really benefit the profession?

Not really. The firms did not actually

change their clients. What they

essentially did was to disguise their

client base. These big fours

transferred their high paying clients to

smaller audit firms. The actual service

was still given by the big four

companies and the smaller firms were

responsible for signing the audits.

Thus the former continued earning a

hefty amount for their services and the

latter received a small commission for

the petty favour they did for the big

fours. This explains how suddenly, the

small and mid size accounting firms

were able to sign big clients in a

matter of weeks. This practice of

transferring the clients to small players

is often referred as ‘parking’ the

accounts elsewhere, and this practice

is increasing in recent times.

Problems with ICAI

The institute of chartered accountants

of India (ICAI) is the apex body that

governs the accountancy and audit

profession in India. Many professional

chartered accountants feel that the

institute is riddled with politics and has

governing issues. The chairperson of

ICAI is appointed for a period of one

year, as a result the long term plans

never get implemented.

There is also is riff between ICAI and

the government mainly due to National

Financial Reporting Authority

(NAFRA), which is the government’s

body that regulates the auditors.

The institute also needs to work on

aligning itself to the evolving needs of

corporate India. ICAI has not updated

itself and still focuses on old practices,

for instance, the practice of joint audits

in the banking sector is redundant.

The Indian banks end up spending a

huge amount on statutory audits than

is actually required

What needs to be done?

First and foremost the auditors need to

focus on the quality and not the

quantity of the work done. The

management of big companies often

bully the auditors to not disclose

smaller issues in the books of

accounts, however, these issues

slowly become complicated and lead

to several problems, both for the

auditor and the company.

The audit committee of the companies

is not scrutinized either. They simple

follow the tick box approach of signing

the accounts rather than highlighting

the concerns.

The professionals and the regulators

need to together work and bridge the

gap between the industry and the said

profession

[16]
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Every year more than 100 million

Americans hit the stores on the Friday

after the Thanksgiving in the hopes of

scoring great deals on a plethora of

stuff. But how and when did this

commotion start off?

Black Friday as the name suggests,

originally was marked as an awful day

for the US economy. The phrase refers

to the American gold market crash of

September 1869. Jim Fisk and Jay

Gould, bought up as much of the gold

they could in an anticipation that they

would drive the US gold prices up and

square off their position at a massive

profit. As any rational person might

expect now, that the situation was

supposed to get out of control, and so it

did. The then US president Mr Ulysses

S. Grant decided to have the treasury

sell the $4 million worth of gold on the

very next day of the trade. The news

obviously circulated real quick caused

the market to tumble and with a then

came the day which is known as ‘Black

Friday’ today.

The New York Herald then wrote

“Possible no avalanche ever swept with

more terrible violence”. The devastation

lasted for months at stretch. Aftermath

of the black Friday was no less

interesting, the very next day, that is

the Saturday September 25th, Fisk

and Corbin met at Gould’s office at the

Opera House and each of them

blamed the other for the disaster.

Stock prices at that time dropped by

around 20% within a week with a

minimal trade. Between the entire

January and September of the next

year only 4 million shares were traded

and dozens of trading firms went

bankrupt. Farmer's who at that time

constituted around 50% of the

country’s workforce suffered the most.

The wheat prices on Chicago trade

fell from $1.40 to $0.77 and corn

dropped from $0.95 to $0.68.

Dodging any financial harm, Fisk and

Gould escaped the conviction and

spent money to buy the best legal

defence. Gould continued to remain a

spent force on the Wall Street and

when he died in December of 1892

his net wealth was estimated to be

$70 million while Fisk remained

wealthy, but was caught in scandalous

romance for a lady and was shot by a

jealous lover in January 1872

THE 

BLACK 

FRIDAY 

[17]
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opportunities for the youth. Year-on-

year growth in wages for male rural

workers involved in agricultural

activities was a mere 1.67% in

January 2019. For non-agricultural

activities, this wage growth was at

3.61% in January 2019. These growth

rates are lowest in three years. This

undoubtedly indicates the prevalent

level of rural distress, predominantly in

the agricultural sector.

India has the poorest non-performing

loan ratio among the world’s major

economies, having surpassed Italy. As

of now, system-wide gross non-

performing assets of banks in India

stand at 11.2 percent, which is valued

at Rs 10.39 trillion. The NPAs are

further driving the lending of the bank

down, pushing the consumption in the

economy to even lower level. This

reduces the overall GDP, and the

growth takes a little spiral turn. This

cycle can be broken by increasing

consumption in the economy. India

ranks second after China in total

population leading to various problems

that include food deficits, sanitation

deterioration, and pollution. Even with

favorable economic growth rate, the

living standards of most citizens of

India are not improving at the same

pace.

Malnutrition is a critical concern that is

causing different problems like

childhood stunting, anemia in women

of reproductive age, and overweight in

adult women. Talking about the

accessibility of clean water, only 6% of

India's poor have access to tap water

India is one of the fastest growing

large economies in the world. It is

probably the least affected economy

by the global low growth phase. Such

growth in India is due to its strong

macroeconomic fundamentals and

timely policy changes. IMF forecasted

that the worldwide economic growth

would be 3.3% in 2019 while it

estimated that the Indian economy

would grow at 7.3% in 2019. This

growth, as per IMF, will be supported

by the continuous recovery of

investment and healthy consumption.

Present problems:

India has its share of problems. If the

latest economic data are any

indicators, the Indian economy

requires serious attention. The various

statistics that have put up some red

flags about the health of the Indian

economy are discussed in brief.

The data released by the Labour

Ministry show that 7.8% of all

employable urban youth are jobless,

while the same percentage for rural

youth is 5.3%. Growth of the Indian

economy has not generated enough job

Indian Economy: 

Five focus area 

for the next five 

years

- Abhinav Sudhendra,

IIM Bangalore

[18]
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versus 33% of the non-poor

population. This is a real concern area

that India is not able to provide 94% of

its poor a basic necessity. The

environment is another primary

concern. China, US, and India are the

top three most environmental polluters

in the world. The pollution levels in the

major cities are now the topic of

everyday news. Aligned with pollution

is the issue of the use of clean

transport. Transport infrastructure in

India has not improved in proportion

with the population growth.

In short, unemployment, rural distress,

malnutrition, pollution, transport

infrastructure are significant challenges

before the government. It also needs

to improve the banking system and

financial institutes by investing more in

the economy and increasing

consumption. To overcome the

challenges in these problem sectors,

the government should keep five

important priority areas – Irrigation,

Solar power, Labor employability,

Railways, and Tourism.

Irrigation -

Out of total agricultural land available

in India, the net sown area is only

77%, and net irrigated land is only

37.6%. This tells us two important

things – the utilization of available

agricultural land is poor, and the

farmers are still dependent on

monsoons on almost two third of the

farmland. For a growing economy like

India, where employability is vastly in

the agriculture sector, this is an

alarming situation. There is an urgent

need to address irrigation

requirements. Improving irrigation

cover will not only improve farm

productivity and wages, but it will also

enhance the accessibility of water to

rural areas and increase food

availability. Farmers must not depend

on monsoons for food and water. This

must be made the central motto of any

government.

Solar power -

India’s 70.83% energy requirement

comes from thermal power plants.

This makes energy consumption

highly polluting. The provision of a

clean, renewable, and reliable source

of energy cannot be emphasized

enough. For a sunshine rich country

like India, Solar energy is the answer

to energy needs. Against the

generation target of 100 GW solar

power by 2022, India has achieved

only 12.2 GW in FY 16-17. This leaves

ample space for improvement.

Increasing solar energy capacity will

not only reduce India’s dependence on

crude oil imports but also reduce

India’s carbon footprint significantly.

Labor employability-

Employability rate in India is only 47%.

This reflects poorly on the quality of

educational and vocational institutes in

the country. The employability rate,

when combined with the

unemployment data, brings forward

the issue of enhancing employability

skills of youth. The government needs

to push in a significant way to improve

employability skills of its manpower.

But with increasing population, a young

[19]
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growth. According to the World

Economic Forum, India has the

potential to increase the contribution

of tourism in GDP up to 25% of its

GDP. India needs to find ways to tap

this potential. The focus area must be

the Andaman and Nicobar Islands,

Lakshadweep Islands, and the North

Eastern states. Enhancing tourism in

these areas will not only improve the

economic conditions of these areas

but also increase opportunities for

youth in these areas. With only 1.18%

share in world tourist arrivals, tourism

can be the essential driver of India’s

growth with proportionate employment

opportunities.

Conclusion

There are numerous areas of

improvement in any economy. India is

no exception. But every nation needs

to prioritize its focus areas. The central

focus of all economies must be the

people. The living condition of the

majority of Indians is not satisfactory.

The agricultural sector is in wrong

state. Rural economy and economy of

far fledged areas have remained

ignored for a long time. A

comprehensive work plan is required

to address these concerns. The five

focus areas – Irrigation, Solar Power,

Labor employability, Railways, and

Tourism can be one of the models of

the turnaround of Indian economy.

Attention on these sectors can provide

a solution to most of the tough

questions glaring before the Indian

economy

demographic profile and finite

resources available within fixed

boundaries of the country, for how long

India can provide satisfactory

employment within its radius? With

17.74% of the world population

residing in India and a net migration

rate of minus 0.4, India needs to find

ways to ease labor migration across

borders to release pressure on India’s

resources. This will help people find

meaningful employment outside the

country’s boundaries.

Railways -

In India, roads account for a higher

share of total freight traffic. This is

even though a significant part of India’s

freight traffic comprises bulk material

and moves over a long distance. For

this nature of freight, all over world

Railways is the preferred transport.

Higher dependence on road transport

is also adverse to the environment.

Road transport emits 84g of carbon

dioxide equivalent per ton-km

compared to 28g for the Railways.

Railways also have the potential of

generating substantial employment

opportunities. India needs massive

investment in rail infrastructure to

sustain the future bulk logistics

requirements.

Tourism -

In 2016, travel and tourism contributed

to 9.6% of India’s GDP and 9.3% of

the country’s employment. This means

that tourism generates proportionate

employment opportunities with economic
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Cyber risk has emerged as a

systematic concern as threats and

impact of cyber-attacks on the financial

sector is increasing and financial sector

authorities are increasingly looking to

address the same.

Cyber risk can be defined as

‘operational’ risks to information and

technology assets that have

consequences affecting the

confidentiality; integrity or availability of

information or information systems.

Cyber-attacks can impact the sector

through the three main aspects of

information security: Confidentiality,

Integrity and Availability. Confidentiality

issues arise when private information is

disclosed to third party as in the case of

data breaches. Integrity issues relates

to the misuse of the systems as in the

case of frauds.

Finally, availability issues are linked to

business disruptions. The three of the

cyber-attacks have different direct

impacts on the target: Business

disruptions prevent firms from

operating, resulting in loss revenue;

fraud leads to direct financial loss;

while the effects of data breaches take

more time to materialize through

reputational effects as well as litigation

cost. Generally, the risk of a loss of

confidence following cyber-attacks

could be high for the financial sector

given reliance of financial institutions

on the trust of their customers.

Regarding the financial sector/system,

business disruptions is more likely to

have direct short term contagion

effects than fraud or data breach,

which tends to attack mainly the

targeted firm for short-term. Why are

financial institutions highly exposed

to cyber risk? Basically, financial

institutions are particularly exposed

to cyber risk due to their reliance on

critical infrastructure & their reliance

on highly interconnected network.

Critical financial market infrastructure

includes payment and settlement

systems, trading platforms, central

security depositories & central counter

parties. The critical infrastructures

represent a single point of failures

and any successful attacks could

have wide ranging consequences. A

business disruption of a financial

sector market infrastructure or a set

of large financial institutions could

have a significant impact due to risk

concentration and lack of substitutes

in the case of financial market

infrastructures.

Say for example, if payment and

settlement systems goes offline

during a day, market participants

would be unable to process

transactions and therefore be

exposed to liquidity and solvency

risk. Similarly, if one or several large

banks are unable to process

transactions their counter parts would

be subject to liquidity and solvency

risk

CYBER RISK IN FINANCE
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Too Big to Fall is an insider story of

How Wall Street and Washington came

together to save the American financial

system and inherently themselves too.

The work from HBI shines the spotlight

on the financial crisis of 2008. Henry

Paulson the protagonist is a man on

the mission, who has recently moved to

capitol hill from the wall street and is

now familiar with both the worlds

Paulson tries to bail out Lehman, Merrill

Lynch lose in the face of the crash and

then he eventually asks Lehman to

declare their bankruptcy. Post that he

diverges his attention to AIG, whose fail

at that time could have cause

irreversible and terrible losses. The

treasury department thereafter

arranges for a takeover and the

protagonist urges to avert another

1930’s like economic depression.

The then FED chairman who

believes in congress legislation then

comes to intervene to save the

people.

A failed first attempt later congress

passed the emergency economic

stabilization act of 2008. Banks were

happy to bailout but Paulson himself

was unhappy to put more restriction

on how funds must be used, a

strange situation since he works for

the government.

The cast included William Hurt,

James Wood, Topher Grace and

Mathew Modine

The movie is a big hit to companies

which are way too big and are so

interconnected that pulling them out

of the system would lead to a

collapse of the system itself

TOO BIG TO FAIL
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